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What is the difference between Adrenaclick and EpiPen? 

 Adrenaclick Epipen 
What does it look like? 

 
Property of Amedra 

 
Property of Mylan 

How much does it cost? Cost for a discounted package of two pens is 
between $144.62 (Walmart) - $379.76  

 

Cost is rising above $600 

How does the device look? Comes in a cylindrical case that will be twisted off to 
reveal a pen with 2 gray caps 

 

Comes in a flip-top case that will reveal a pen with an orange tip and one blue 
cap 

How many caps must you remove? Remove two caps before injecting the pen Remove one cap before injecting the pen 

How long do I inject the pen? Inject the pen for 10 seconds 
 

Inject the pen for 3 seconds 

How do I inject the pen into the thigh? Place the red tip next to the thigh and then push the 
pen firmly into the thigh 

 

Hold the pen near to the thigh so the red tip is facing the outer thigh and then 
swing and push the pen firmly until you hear a click 

Will I see the needle? Yes! Needle is exposed after injection No! Needle is hidden after injection. 

How will I know I received the medication? If you see the needle  If you hear a click  

Is there any difference in side effects? NO DIFFERENCE IN SIDE EFFECTS 

How many pens are there and what are they 
used for? 

Two pens: 
- Orange pen is for kids 
- Yellow pen is for teens and adults 

Two pens: 
- Green pen is for kids 
- Yellow pen is for teens and adults 
  

Is there a patient assistance program? Yes! To see if you qualify, please visit 
www.needymeds.org/brand-drug/name/Adrenaclick 

Yes! To see if you qualify, please visit 
https://www.epipen.com/en/resources/paying-for-epipen 

Important note!  Mylan will be releasing a generic EpiPen 

 This will cost $300 versus the $600 brand version of EpiPen 

 This product will be released in the next several weeks 

 The product will be taken exactly like the original version of the EpiPen 
 

Additional Resources TALK TO YOUR PHARMACIST! 
http://adrenaclick.com/index.php        https://www.epipen.com/en/      http://www.pharmacytimes.com/p2p/p2pepinephrine-0910 
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